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ISSUE
MTAstaff and its consultant, Multisystems, Inc., have completed the initial
tasks of the Fare Policy Study. Attached is an executive summaryand the full
report of the progress to date. Staff expects to provide Board Member
briefings in earl) Decemberto review the attached material and obtain input
on any additional fare structure and pricing strategies to be modeledand
considered for a fare policy.
BACKGROUND
The MTA’sFiscal Year 2000 Budget assumes that a limited adjustment to
fares would be implemented effective November1, 1999~ and the budgeted
additional revenues for these eight months was $10.2 million, Staff has been
working on a comprchcnsivc farc policy with the
Inc., which is providing technical and policy support.
The consultant has prepared a matrix of possible fare strategies to be modelled
Ibr their impact on revenue and ridership (Attachment 1). Consultant has
requested that the Board review the alternatives to be evaluated and
recommendany additional strategies to be analyzed and modeled.
In addition to the matrix, the consultant has prepared a report (Attachment 2)
that evaluates MTA’scurrent fare structure, comparesit to 10 peer agencies in
California and nationally, and summarizesthe results of the Board, Board staff
and MTAstaff"visioning" and fare policy goal analysis.

The report supports the previous staff recommendation for an immediate CP1
increase and provides documentation of the need to create a fare policy and
restructure MTA’sexisting fare system. Because of the limitations imposed by
the Consent Decree, the limitations of current fare collection technology and
the complexity of the strategy trade-offs, the consultant has recommendedthat

the MTAadopt an interim policy of approving a biannually increase in fares, linked to the
CPI until the technology is installed or new fare policy adopted.
NEXT STEPS
Following the board memberbriefings in December, the consultant expects to complete the
analysis of individual strategies, develop scenarios that combinepromising strategies and
evaluate the scenarios through their model. Staff will return with the results of the modeling
exercise in January 2000.
Attachments
1.

Alternative Fare Structure / Pricing Strategies

2.

Evaluation of MTAFare Structure and Identification

of Alternative Pricing Strategies

Attachment

]

Alternative

Fare Structure/Pricing

Options/Strategies to be Considered

Strategies

Applicable Time Frame
NearTerm
Long Range
(allowed by
(after endof
(requires
Consent Decree) Consent Decree)
UFS)

!tain current structure (i.e., zonesonly on expressbus)
,ntroducezones(rail only)
introduce off-peak discount in the mid-day*
expandoff-peak discount to majority of day: makeoff-peak "base" fare**

X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X

retain current transfer structure
offer free transfers
offer free transfers, but only with electronic farecard
eliminate transfers andreduce cashfare
eliminate transfers, sell day passon bus/in station

X
X

X
X
X
X
X

retain current pricing and"breakeven"levels (relative to cash)***
increase pass breakevenlevel
introduce low-incomepass, increase prices of other passes
reducepassprices, as part of overall fare reduction
replace passes(and tokens) with discounted stored value farecards only
eliminate monthly pass, keep weekly/bi-weekly
introduce"capped"pass(i.e., that limits no. of trips)
introduce County-widepass, usable on any operator in the County

X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X

:tam tokensat current discount (e.g., 10 for $9: 33%disc. vs. 10 for $1.35)
retain tokens, reducediscount (e.g., 10-15%)
retain current token discount, but raise cashfare andtoken price significantly
replace tokens with farecards, with a lower discount than current

keepcashfare at current level
raise cashfare accordingto CPI(biennial increase)
raise cash fare beyondCPI
raise cash fare beyondCPI, with discounted farecard
reducebasecashfare, as part of overall fare reduction
reducebase cash fare, increase passand token prices (to lower discount)

retain current structure
increasesenior/disabledfare to 50%of full cashfare (not tokenfare)
eliminate lower off-peak fare ($0.35)
eliminate discount duringpeakhours(i.e., chargefull fare)
creat_esingl_e reducedfare (seniors. disabled_~students)
eliminate student pass (K-12)
eliminate student pass(college/vocational)
tighten criteria for all studentpasses

X

X
X
X
X

_

X
X
X
X

X

_

~
X
X
X
X

X

_

,

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

*A peak/off-peakdifferential is possible without UFS,but wouldbe mucheasier to administer with UFS.
**This wouldhaveFAPfunding implications, resulting in morefunding for the MTA,but less funding for the municipal operators.
***The pass"breakeven"level is the numberof trips (at the peakcashfare) a personwouldhaveto take to cover the cost of the
pass. At the current monthlypassprice of $42, the breakevenlevel is $42/ $1.35 = 31.

~
X

At tacb~nent 2

EVALUATION OF MTA FARE STRUCTURE AND IDENTIFICATION
OF ALTERNATIVE PRICING STRATEGIES: EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Evaluation

of LACMTA’sFare Structure

The MTA’scnrrent fare structure was evaluated based on a review of a group of "peer" transit
agencies. In this assessment, the details of MTA’sfare structure were compared with those of
a group of comparable transit systems in California and around the U.S. The peer group
includes:
six of the largest systems outside of California, all of which operate both bus and
rail
service:
MTA-NYCT(New York City),
CTA (Chicago),
WMATA
(Washington,
DC), SEPTA (Philadelphia),
MTA(Baltimore)
and
(Cleveland)
four of the larger California systems, representing bus and/or rail operations:
Muni (San Francisco),
BART(San Francisco),
SD Transit (San Diego)
OCTA(Orange County)
These agencies represent a range of types of l:are policies and structures, and are at various
stages in terms of automation of their fare collection systems. They also vary in terms of how
recently they have madesignificant changes to their fare structures or payment options. The
assessment of LACMTA’s
fare structure has yielded the following key findings; these results
are displayed graphically in Figures 1-6:
MTA’s 33%token discount is the highest ojall the systems reviewed here, more
than twice the average discount offered by these agencies (15%). The other
agencies’ discounts range fi’om 4% (Baltimore) to 28%(Philadelphia). The
commondiscount level is 10%, offered by Orange County Transit authority, as
well as the agencies in NewYork, Chicago and Washington, DC.
The MTA’s monthly ($42) and weekly ($I1) passes are priced considerably
lower than those qf most of its’ peers - for instance, they are 50%cheaper than
those in NewYork and Philadelphia and more than 75% less than in Chicago.
Moreover, the pass "multiple" or "breakeven" level (i.e., the number of cash
rides the passholder has to take to cover the cost of the pass) for MTA’spass is
lower than in all but one of the peer systems. MTA’smonthly breakeven of 31 is
considerably lower than the group average of nearly 40.

Figure 1- Percentageof Operating Costs Coveredby Fare Revenues
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Figure 6: Monthly Pass Breakeven Level and Price
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MTA’s fitrebox recovery ratio of 30% is lower than all but two of the peer
agencies (Greater Cleveland RTA, at 23%, and OCTA,at 27%), and falls
significantly below the average recovery ratio of 43%. The major reason for the
MTA’slow recovery ratio is the level of fare revenue, rather than a high
operating cost. MTA’soperating cost per hour ($111) is lower than the peer
average of $117.
Comparing the average fare per boarding for these agencies reveals that the
MTA,at $0.57, is lower than all but one of the peers (Muni at $0.47). The MTA
falls well below the peer average of $0.89. However, the MTA’sdistribution of
revenues by fare category (see accompanying graph) is reasonably consistent
with the revenue breakdownat other large transit agencies.
MTA’s relatively low cash fare also contributes to the low average fare and low
./~rebox recovery ratio. Although the MTA’ssingle-ride full cash fare, at $1.35,
is somewhathigher than cash fares of the Municipal operators in L.A. County, it
is lmver than the fares at most of the other very large transit agencies reviewed
here (i.e.,
those in NewYork, Chicago, Philadelphia and Cleveland); the
distance-based fares at WMATA
(Washington) and BARTfares start out lower
($1.10), but reach maximumlevels over $3. San Diego Transit’s bus fares are
significantly higher, at $1.75. The MTAfare is roughly equivalent to the overall
peer average bus fare ($1.32) and somewhat higher than the peer average rail
fare ($1.25).
.,~17~4 ’s reeh/ced,~,rex are a/xo lowertha~ tho~e at mo.vl ~!f lhe peer age~,.cie.v. The
MTA’scash fare for seniors and the disabled is higher than the comparable fare
at only three of the other agencies. However,it should be noted that, at several of
the peer agencies, reduced fares are at least partially subsidized by city
(NYMTA,by the City of New York), county (OCTA, through "Measure M,"
sales tax-based countywide transportation
funding program) or state (SEPTA,
through funds from the Pennsylvania State Lottery) programs.
Thus, the MTA’scurrent fare structure is out of line with comparable transit agencies in
several areas. Its relatively low base fare, deeply discounted tokens and low-priced unlimited
ride passes have resulted in a low average fare per boarding and thus a relatively low farebox
recovery ratio.
Identification

and Rating of Fare Policy Principles and Goals

In order to begin the process of establishing a formal fare policy for the MTA,interviews were
held with MTAmanagement/staff and Board members and their Deputies regarding their
views on key fare-related
issues and potential fare policy goals. A questionnaire was
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developed to help guide these discussions, particularly in ranking the relative
various fare policy principles, goals and possible fare structure changes.

importance of

The results of this survey are depicted graphically in Figures 7-10; the key findings can be
summarized as follows:
qfhe most important fare policy goals for the MTAare to provide a fare structure
and payment options that are convenient for the customer to use and simple to
understand. The current fare structure is seen as doing a poor job in both areas.
An important element of this convenience is clearly seen as improving the ability
I0 lt,S’(~ tt’al?Si[ ill a "seamless" mannerihroughoullhe Coun~- e.g.,
through convenient inter-operator transfer mechanisms and/or County-wide fare
instruments.
Q/I’iCt’c’I’S

The overall feeling of Board and staff melnbers who participated in this effort
was that generating additional ridership and maximizing revemw are less
important fare policy goals at this point.
The highest rated potential fare structure modifications were the introduction oJ
a reRionwide stored value jhrecard and the elimination of tran4"~rs - with
introduction qfia wide@-available 1-day pass.
The results of this exercise will be useful in establishing a fare policy and specific goals
the Authority and in identifying - and subsequently evaluating -- potential fare structure
modifications.
Identification

of Alternative Fare Structure/Priciug Strategies

In developing a formal fare policy and recommendedfare structure modifications, the first
step is to identify potential policy/pricing strategy options that should be considered. These
options fall into the following basic fare categories:
¯ differential pricing (e.g.,
¯

transfer policy/pricing (e.g., consideration of free transfers,
transfers, more expensive transfers)

¯ pass pricing (e.g.,
¯

consideration of zones and time of day differentials)
elimination of

types and purchase prices of passes and breakeven levels)

multi-ride discount pricing (e.g., percentage discount - compared to cash -- for
bulk purchase tokens, tickets and stored value farecards)

vii
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[] cash fare pricing (for full and reduced fare riders)
An initial set of alternative strategies to be considered for each of these categories has been
developed based on suggestions
of MTAmanagement/staff;
Board members and their
Deputies. and the Bus Riders’ Union, as well as from the types of options in place at other
transit agencies. This initial list is presented in the accompanyingtable. Each strategy is
identified as being a possible "near term" or "long range" option. A near term option is one
that is allowed under the terms of the Consent Decree, and is feasible prior to the
implementation of the Universal Fare System (i.e., automated fare collection).
Long range
options are those that are not allowed under the cun’ent terms of the Consent Decree; some of
these options also require the presence of UFS.
Next Steps in Fare Policy Stud)’
Each of these pricing options has certain advantages and disadvantages relative to others
within its particular category: it is necessary to evaluate the options based on a combination
of:
[]

an assessment as to how well each addresses the fare policy principles and goals
identified here

[]

a relative assessment of the benefits it offers the Authority vs. the drawbacks or
barriers that would have to be addressed

In evalua*ing the various possible s{rategies, we will work with MTA
staff and o~.b.er interested
parties to develop a series of fare structure scenarios madeup of various combinations of these
options, with specific pricing levels for each. The revenue and ridership impacts of each
scenario will then be tested in the MTA’s Fare Revenue/Ridership Model. Based on the
evaluation of alternatives and revenue/ridership impacts, we will develop a "short list" of
recommendedfuture (i.e., long term) fare structure scenarios for review by MTAmanagement
and the Board. Accompanying this list xvill be recommendations regarding a fare policy
framework for guiding future fare decisions (e.g., related to the timing of fare structure
reviews and guidelines for making fare changes).
Preliminary

Recommendation

As suggested above, LACMTA’s
fares definitely fall below industry guidelines for a transit
agency of its size and scope. This is reflected in the low average fare per boarding and the low
farebox recovery ratio. The Authority should therefore strongly consider increasing fares.
In the near term, the MTAis limited by the Consent Decree to a CPI-based increase: the MTA
can legally raise the cash fare to $1.45, and MTAmanagementhas proposed to implement

Alternative

Fare Structure/Pricing

Strategies
Applicable Time Frame
Near Term
Long Range
(allowed by
(after endof
(requires
UFS)
)Consent, Decree Consent Decree)

Options/Strategies to be Considered

Differential Pricing
eta~ncurrent structure (i.e. zonesonly on expressbus)
,n:roduce zones(rail only)
n:rcduce off-peak discount in the mid-day*
expandoff-peak discount to maiorit’y of day: makeoff-peak ’;base" fare**

X
X
X
X

Transfer Policy/Pricing
retain current transfer structure
offer free transfers
offer free transfers, but only with electronic farecard
eliminate transfers and reduce cashfare
eliminate transfers, se!l day passon bus/in station

,

,
Unlimited.Ride Pass Pricing
retain current pricing and"breakeven"levels (relative to cash)***
~ncreasepass breakevenlevel
introduce low-incomepass. increase prices of other passes
reducepassprices, as part of overall fare reduction
replace passes(and tokens) with discounted stored value farecards only
eliminate monthly pass, keep weeklytbi-weekly
introduce"capped"pass(i.e., that limits no. of trips)
introduce County-widepass, usable on any operator in the County

,
,
Per-Ride Discount Pricing
retain tokensat current discount(e.g., 10 for $9: 33%disc. vs. 10 for $1.35)
re~a~ntokens, reducediscount (e.g., 10-15%)
retain current token discount, but raise cashfare andtoken price significantly
replace tokens with farecards, with a lower discount than current

Cash
Fare
Pi’icing
keep cashfare at current level
raise cash fare accordingto CPI(biennial increase)
raise cash fare beyondCPI
raise cash fare beyondCPI, with discounted farecard
reducebasecash fare, as part of overall fare reduction
reduce base cashfare, increase pass and token prices (to lower discount)

retain current structure
~ncreasesenior/disabledfare to 50%of full cashfare (not tokenfare)
eliminate lower off-peak fare ($0.35)
eliminate discountduring peakhours(i.e., chargefull fare)
create single reducedfare (seniors, disabled, students)
eliminate student pass (K-12)
eliminate student pass(college/vocational)
tighten criteria for all studentpasses

X
X
X
X

,

I
.

:

X
X
X

¯

X
X

X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

-

, .....
X

X
X

’

- ............ :

..

....

X
X

.

:,,:
X
X
X
X

X

......
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

*A peak/off-peakdifferential is possible without UFS,but wouldbe mucheasier to administer with UFS.
*’This wouldhave FAPfunding implications, resulting in morefunding for the MTA,but less funding for the municipaloperators.
*’*The pass"breakeven"level is the numberof trips (at the peak cashfare) a personwouldhave to take to cover the cost of the
pass. At the current monthlypassprice of $42, the breakevenlevel is $42 / $1.35 = 31.
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This technical memorandumpresents an assessment of LACMTA’s
current fare structure, and
identifies alternative fare structure options and pricing strategies to be considered in
improving the current structure. The memorandum
includes the following sections:
Evaluation of Current LACMTA
Fare Structure.
This section discusses the
results of a comparison of the MTA’sfare structure to those of a group of peer
agencies.
Identification and Rating of Fare Policy Principles and Goals. This section
reviews the results of interviews with MTAmanagement, staff, Board members
and Board staff regarding the relative importance of potential fare policy
principles, goals and fare structure modifications.
Identification of Alternative Fare Policy/Pricing Strategies. This section
describes a range of potential fare structure/pricing strategies to be considered
for the MTA.
[]

Next Steps in the Fare Policy Study. This section outlines the next steps in the
process.

The key findings are summarized in tile
1.

Executive Summary.

EVALUATION OF CURRENT LACMTA FARE STRUCTURE

Peel" Agencies Reviewed
All important input to the assessment of LACMTA’s
existing fare structure and pricing levels
is the findings of the review of a group of "peer" transit agencies. In this assessment, the
details of MTA’sfare structure were compared with those of a group of comparable transit
systems in California and around the U.S. The peer group includes
¯

six of the largest systems outside of California, all of which operate both bus and
rail service

¯ four of the larger California systems, representing both bus and rail operations

Table
Metropolitan

Operator

Area
LACMTA

New York City
Chicago

MTA-NYCT
CTA

Recommended Peer

Mode
Bus

Los Angeles

1:

HeavyRail

Systems - Overview

Adult Base

Annual

AFC/smartcards,

Fare *

Ridership**

regional integration?

$1.35

385,576, 767

studying AFC/ntegration options

Light Rail

x

x

x

x

$1.50

2,214,829,101

AFC,studying integration options

x

x

$1.5O

438,638,667

AFC,considering smart cards

X

Washington,

DC WMATA

x

x

$1.10-3.25

323,038,552

AFC/smartcards, studying integration options

Philadelphia

SEPTA

x

x

$1.60

268,899,015

studying AFCoptions

Baltimore

MTA

x

x

$1.35

103,482,184

studying AFCoptions

Cleveland

GCRTA

x

x

x

$1.25-2.50

66,797,056

AFC,planningmult. application smart card demo

San Francisco

Muni

x

$1.00

207,375,467

part of TransLink smart card program

San Francisco

BART

$1.10-4.70

83,011,793

AFC,part of TransLink smart card program

San Diego

SDTC

$1-3.25

57,704,744

no AFC,uniform regional fare structure

Qrange County

OCTA

$1.00

47,463,546

studying AFCoptions

x
x

* Adult single trip peak fares - Transit Fare Summary,
APTA1998
**Annual Unlinked Trips - National Transit Database,FTA1997

Thus, each of these systems offers lessons for LACMTA
in various aspects of fare policy
development and regional coordination.
Results of Peer Agency Comparison
The information reviewed for LACMTA
and the peer agencies includes the following:
service area and operating characteristics (e.g., population, ridership, miles/hours
of service, no. of vehicles, operating expense, average fare per boarding, fare
revenue/recovery ratio)
tile uature ol" the current fare structure for each system, iucluding base fare, fare
differentials/surcharges (e.g., zonal charges, express premiums), transfer policy,
pass pricing, and discounted multi-ride or stored value options.
This intbrmation is presented in Tables 2 - 4. The key findings of this review with regard to
LACMTA’sthre-related
financial performance and fare structure
can be summarized as
follows.
Low Farebox Recovery Ratio attd Average Fare. As indicated in Table 2 and Figure 1, the
MTArecovers a relatively low percentage of its operating expenses through fares, with one of
ll~e lowestfarebox recovery ratios of the peer systems. MTA’s*hrebox recovery ratio of 30%
is lower than all but t~o of the peer agencies (Greater Cleveland RTA,at 23%, and OCTA,at
27%); the average recovery ratio for this group is 43%, O{" course, the fare recovery ratio is
.:;p, y partia!ly dependent on the lc\cl of farc rcvcnucs; operating cost must also bc considered.
’Fable 2 and Figure 2 indicate that MTA’soperating costper revenue-vehicle hour, at $111, is
more in line with the peer agencies. The peer average is $117, while three of the agencies have
costs per hour higher than MTA:SEPTA(Philadelphia)
at $191, BARTat $177 and WMATA
(Washington, DC) at $141. NewYork MTA’scost per hour is identical to LACMTA’s.
Given the l;act that the MTA’soperating cost is reasonable in comparison to the peer agencies,
the low farebox recovery ratio indicates a particularly low level of fare revenue. Indeed, a
comparison of the average fares per boarcling for these agencies reveals that the MTA,at
$0.57, is the second lowest; only Muni($0.47) is lower. In contrast, OCTA,despite the fact
that the cash fare is only $1, collects an average of $0.60 per ride. As shownin Table 2 and
Figure 3, the MTAfalls well below the overall average ($0.89). However, if we exclude
BART,which has an average fare per boarding, $1.80, that is much higher than any of the
others, the average drops to $0.76.
With regard to the components of MTA’s fare revenue, a breakdown by fare category is
shownin the accompanyinggraph. As indicated, cash currently represents by far the largest
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source of revenue, at 40%of the overall total, followed by passes (i.e., full and reduced
combined) at 28%. This is not inconsistent with other large agencies. The CTAin Chicago,
for instance, receives an even higher percentage of its revenue from cash (52%); SEPTA
Philadelphia receives a significantly higher percentage from prepaid sources, with only about
20%from cash. The MTAfalls between these two in terms of pass revenue (SEPTA’s is 38%
of the total, while CTAreceives only 6% through passes). On the other hand, CTAgenerates
more revenue (36%) through its discounted per-ride option -- stored value farecards - than
does MTA’stokens (23%); SEPTA’stoken sales account for 31%of its revenue total.
Very Deep Per-Ride Discotmt. One of the major strengths and major weaknesses of MTA’s
current fare structure are both related to prepayment. From the rider’s point of view, the
deeply discounted prepayment options (i.e., tokens and unlimited ride weekly and monthly
passes) represent a strength of the current structure - offering several opportunities for
reducing day-to-day transit expenditures. However, the extent of these discounts is a major
f:~ctor in the low average fare and farebox recovery ratio. In comparison to the peer systems,
MTA’s33%token discount (10 for $9) is the highest: SEPTAiu Philadelphia is next, at
28%token discount, and only San Diego Transit (25% on light rail, 11-26% on bus) and San
Fraucisco’s Muni(20%) also offer discounts of 20°/; or more. As shown in Table 3 and Figure
4, the average discount/bonus for tokens, tickets or stored value farecards is around 15%. The
other California systems reviewed have discounts of 7% (BART)and 10% (OCTA), ~vhile
other very large systems (those in NewYork, Chicago and Washington) all offer 10%bonuses
on their farecards. The lowest discounts are those in Baltimore and Cleveland - 4°/,, and 5%.
respectively. Thns. MTAcurrently provides a multi-ride discount that is more than twice the
average discount found in the peer agencies.
Low Uttlimited-Ride Pass Prices. Also contributing significantly
to the MTA’slow farebox
recovery rate is the pricing of unlimited ride pass. There are two elements to be consider in
addressing unlimited ride pass pricing: l) the actual purchase price ($42 for a monthly pass,
$21 Ibr a bi-weekly pass and $11 for a weekly pass at LACMTA),and 2) the "breakeven"
level, which is the number of trips (at the peak cash fare) a person would have to take to cover
the cost of the pass. Thus, the breakeven level for the MTA’smonthly pass is $42/$1.35, or
approximately 31 trips per month; in other words, if a rider takes more than 31 trips per
month, he/she saves moneyby buying a pass. (An alternative way to calculate breakeven is
based on the token price rather than the cash fare; the token breakeven level for MTAis
$42/$0.90, or 47 trips per month.) The lower the breakeven level, the greater the "discount"
offered by the pass - and the less revenue per ride the agency receives.
In comparing the MTA’spass pricing to that of the peers (see Table 3 and Figure 5), we find
that only three of the peer agencies offer louver-cost monthly passes: Muni ($35), OCTA
($37.50) and WMATA
(bus-only passes are $40; rail passes are $100). MTA’spass price
much lower than in the other very large systems: NewYork MTA($63), SEPTA($64 - $142,
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Figure 5: Peak Period CashFares
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depending on the zone covered), and CTA($75). SD Transit’s passes range from $50 - $75,
also depending on the zone covered. The average monthly pass price is $51 ; the average when
the higher rail passes (WMATA
and Cleveland RTA) are added in is $67. BARTis the only
peer agency that does not currently sell unlimited ride passes. MTA’sweekly passes ($11) are
similarly among the lowest-priced passes among the systems reviewed here; since OCTAdoes
not sell weekly passes, only Muni ($9) and WMATA’s
bus service ($10) passes cost less.
MTA’sbreakeven level of 8 trips per week is the lowest of these agencies. (MTAis the only
agency in this group with a bi-weekly pass.)
The MTA’smonthly breakeven level (compared to cash) is actually the second lowest of this
group; only SDTransit’s pass (29, ~vhen comparedto the bus cash fare) has a lower breakeven
level. The overall average breakeven level (bus) is 38, while the average rail level is about 40.
It should be kept in mind that the current MTApass pricing and breakeven level are a result of
the Consent Decree; prior to the Consent Decree, the monthly pass was priced at $49, and the
breakeven level (with the former cash fare of $1.10) was 44.5. Such a level would place MTA
more in line with its peers, and, given the very heavy usage of its passes (estimates are that
MTA’s monthly passes are used for an average of over 100 boardings per month), would
represent a more reasonable pricing basis for the pass. Instead, though, the MTAcurrently
offers one of the lowest-price passes around - 50% cheaper than those in NewYork and
Philadelphia and more than 75%less than the pass in Chicago.
Low Cash Fate. Besides the deep per-ride discount. MTA’srelatively low cash fare also
contributes to the low average fare and low farebox recovery ratio. Although the MTA’scash
fare, at $1.35, is somewhathigher than cash fares of the Municipal operators in L.A. County,
it is lower than the fares at the other very large agencies that have flat fares (i.e., those in New
York, Chicago, Philadelphia and on the rail lines in Cleveland); the peer agency fare levels are
compared in Table 4 and Figure 6. While WMATA
(Washington) and BARTfares start out
lower ($1.10), their distance-based fares top out at $3.25 and $4.70, respectively. Therefore,
the only systems reviewed here with cash fares lower than MTA’sare Muni ($l), OCTA($1),
the SD Trolley ($1), and Cleveland RTA(the bus fare is $1.25); buses in San Diego charge
$1.75. The MTA’sfare is actually very close to the overall average ($1.32 for bus services,
$1.25 for rail services).
In considering reduced fares, MTAagain charges less than most of the peer agencies (see
Figure 5). At $0.45, the MTA’scash fare for seniors and the disabled is higher than the
comparable fare in only three of the other agencies. The average peak period reduced fare is
$0.62 (bus) and $0.65 (rail). The MTA,like most other transit agencies, offers the reduced
fare even during peak hours - despite the fact that the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA)
requires agencies to offer the lower fare during off-peak periods only. Only SEPTAamong
our peer group charges seniors and the disabled the full cash fare during the peak, although
SEPTAactually provides free oft-peak transportation to seniors (disabled riders pay $0.75 off’-
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peak); the free senior trips are subsidized by a statewide program, funded with State Lottery
revenues. In NewYork, meanwhile, the reduced fares for senior and disabled riders during the
peak period are subsidized by the City of NewYork. OCTA’ssenior/disabled fare (peak and
off-peak) is also subsidized - through the County’s Measure M program; Measure M is
funded through a half-cent sales tax, and the revenues are dedicated to county-wide
transportation improvements- including the subsidy for reduced fare riders
LACMTA’s
cash fare of $1.35 is also relatively "inconvenient" to pay (i.e.,
requires an
inconvenient combination of bill and at least two denominations of coins). This is particularly
true for the person making a last minute decision to board a bus; such a fare can discourage
these discretionary
riders from using the service. While two of the peer agencies have
similarly inconvenient cash tares (e.g., Baltimore MTA’s$1.35 and SEPTA’s $1.60), the
other peer agencies having flat fares charge a more convenient cash fare that requires payment
of either a dollar alone or a dollar and one or more quarters. The two largest agencies, New
York MTAand Chicago’s CTAeach charge $1.50. (The two agencies ~vith distance-based rail
fares, WMATA
and BART,use stored value farecards and do not accept cash for direct fare
payme~t on rail; WMATA
does have a cash bus fare that starts at $1.10.)
In summary, the LACMTA’s
current fare structure is somewhat out of line with comparable
transit agencies in the levels of discounts offered through prepaid fare instruments as well as
the cash tare level. The MTA’sdeeply discounted tokens and low-priced unlimited ride passes
have resulted in a very low average fare per boarding and thus a relatively low farebox
recovery ratio.

2.

IDENTIFICATION

AND RATING OF FARE POLICY PRINCIPLES

AND GOALS

In order to begin the process of establishing a formal fare policy/’or the MTA,interviews ~vere
held with MTAmanagement/staff and Board members and their Deputies regarding their
views on key fare-related
issues and potential fare policy goals. A questionnaire was
developed to help guide these discussions (see Appendix), particularly in ranking the relative
importance of various fare policy principles, goals and possible fare structure changes. The
questionnaire sought input in the following areas:
the rank ordering (with "7" being the most important, "1" the least) of a group
fare policies and principles that should guide the MTA’sfare decision-making
(these principles had been earlier identified by the MTABoard and staff)
the rank ordering (with "10" being the most important, "1" the least) of
suggested group of fare policy goals" (based on the above principles, as well as
typical fare-related goals that have been adopted by other transit agencies)
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an assessment (also on a scale of 1-10)
addressing/meeting each of the possible goals

as to ho~v well the MTA

a rating (on a scale of 1-5, with "5" meaning "strongly in favor of’ and "1"
meaning "strongly opposed to") of 9 possible fare structure modifications
The questiolmaires were completed either during or following the interviews; a total of eleven
responses were obtained. The results of the responses are shown in Table 5 and Figures 7 10. The key findings from this exercise can be summarizedas follows:
most important policies and principles: keep lares simple/understandable,
facilitate seamless multi-lnodal travel throughout the region
least important policies and principles: participate
programs, control lhre evasions’counterfeiting

in multi-application

most important fare policy goals: lnaximize customcr convenience,
:SCala~lcsstravel

promote

¯ least important fare policy goals: maximize revenue, increase ridership
goals best met by current fare structure: insure that fare structure is equitable
re key market segments, maximize prepayment
goals least well met by current fare structure:
veamless travel

maximize simplicit3,

highest rated possible fare structure moditications:
introduce
stored value farecard, eliminate transfers/introduce 1-day pass

promote

regionwide

lowest rated possible fare structure modifications:
implement small cash
increase, introduce farecard that can be used for non-transit purposes
Thus, the results of this survey highlight the importance of providing a fare structure and
payment options that are convenient for the customer to use and simple to understand. This
convenience is clearly seen as extending to the ability of riders to use transit in a "seamless"
manner throughout the County - e.g., through convenient inter-operator transfer mechanisms
and/or County-wide fare instrumems. Board and staff memberswho participated in this effort
are, overall, less concerned at this point with either generating additional ridership or
maximizing revenue. The results of this exercise will be useful in establishing a fare policy
and specific goals for the Authority and in identifying - and subsequently evaluating -potential fare structure modifications; alternative fare policy and pricing strategies are
discussed in the next section.
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Table 5: Board/Staff Survey Results
Average of
Rankings/Ratings

1.
B.
F.
A.
C.
E.
D.
G.

Question/Choice
Policies/Principles
keep fares simple/understandable
facilitate seamlesstravel
recognize special fare needs
facilitate quick boarding
users pay reasonable share
control fare evasi0n/counterfeiting
participate in mult. applic, programs

2.
D.
I.
C.
H.
E.
G.
F.
J.
A.
B.

Possible Goals
maximize convenience
promote seamlesstravel
maximizesimplicity
maximize prepayment
insure equity
improve ease ofadmin.
allow local fare structureflexibility
assure control/security of revenue
increase ridership
maximize revenue

8.8
8.2
8.0
7.9
6.8
6.6
6.3
5.9
4.9
3.8

!3.
H.
F.
A.
J.
D.
G.
B.
I.
C.

Howwell current structure meets goals
insure equity
maximize prepayment
allow local fare structureflexibility
increase ridership
assure control/security of revenue
maximize convenience
improve ease of admin.
maximize revenue
promote seamlesstravel
maximizesimplicity

6.8
6.6
6.5
6.3
5.6
5.2
4.4
4.2
3.7
3.2

G.
E.
H.
A.
F.
D.
C.
I.
B.

Possible fare modifications
introduce regionwidest. value farecard
eliminate transfers/introduce 1-day pass
increase pass breakevenlevel
rail/express bus premium
eliminate transfers/reduce basefare
expandoff-pk discount
larger increase, w/deeperdiscount on multi-ride
introduce multipurpose farecard
small cash increase(e.g., $. 10)

4.5
4.0
3.9
3.8
3.7
3.4
3.2
2.7
2.2

-

6.0
5.4
4.6
4.4
3.8
3.4
2.5

Figure 7: Ranking of Fare Policies
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3.

IDENTIFICATION

OF ALTERNATIVE FARE POLICY/PRICING

STRATEGIES

in developing a formal fare policy and recommendedfare structure modifications, the first
step is to identify potential policy/pricing strategy options that should be considered. These
options fall into the following basic fare categories:
¯ differential

pricing (e.g.,

consideration of zones and time of day differentials)

transfer policy/pricing (e.g., consideration of free transfers,
transfers, more expensive transfers)
[] pass pricing (e.g.,
[]

elimination of

types and purchase prices of passes and breakeven levels)

multi-ride discount pricing (e.g., percentage discount - compared to cash -- for
bulk purchase tokens, tickets and stored value farecards)

[] cash fare pricing (for t\111 and reduced fare riders)
An initial set of alternative strategies to be considered for each of these categories has been
developed based on suggestions of MTAmanagement/staff and Board members and their
Deputies, as well as from the types of options in place at other transit agencies. This initial list
is presented in Table 6. Each strategy is identified as being a possible "near term" or "long
range" option. A near term option is one that is allowed under the terms of the Consent
Decree, and is feasible prior to the implementation of the Unified Fare System (i.e., automated
fare collection). Long range options are those that can only be inaplemented lbllowing the end
of the Consent Decree; some of these options reqnire the presence of UFS.
The advantages and disadvantages of the initial
Differential

options are discussed below.

Pricing Options

Zonal Options
A zonal fare structure is intended to price trips more or less according to the distance traveled,
and is generally considered more "equitable" than a flat fare structure in that riders taking
longer trips are paying more for trips that are typically more costly to provide. Furthermore,
given a comparable base fare, a zonal system tends to produce greater revenue than a flat fare.
On the other hand, there are several drawbacks to zonal systems, and the trend in transit
pricing around the U.S. has been to simplify the fare strategy -- ~vhile offering a greater range
of choices of paymentoptions (i.e., through different types of prepaylnent).
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Table 6: Alternative

Fare Structure/Pricing

Options/Strategies to be Considered

Strategies
Applicable Time Frame
Long Range
Near Term
(requires
(allowed by
(after endof
UFS)
Consent Decree) Consent Decree)

;tain current structure (i.e., zonesonly on expressbus)
,ntroducezones(rail only)
introduce off-peak discount in the mid-day*
expandoff-peak discount to majority of day: makeoff-peak "base" fare**

X
X
X
X

retain current transfer structure
offer free transfers
offer free transfers, but only with electronic farecard
eliminate transfers andreduce cashfare
eliminate transfers, sell day passon bus/in station

X
X

retain current pricing and"breakeven"levels (relative to cash)***
increase pass breakevenlevel
introduce low-incomepass, increase prices of other passes
reducepassprices, as part of overall fare reduction
replace passes(and tokens) with discountedstored value farecards only
eliminate monthly pass, keep weekly/bi-weekly
introduce"capped"pass(i.e., that limits no. of trips)
introduce County-widepass, usable on any operator in the County

X

tain tokensat current discount (e.g., 10 for $9: 33%disc. vs. 10 for $1.35)
,etain tokens, reduce discount (e.g., 10-15%)
retain current tokendiscount, but raise cashfare andtokenprice significantly
replace tokens with farecards, with a lower discount than current

X

keepcashfare at current level
raise cashfare accordingto CPI(biennial inciease)
raise cash fare beyondCPI
raise cash fare beyondCPI, with discounted farecard
reducebasecashfare, as part of overall fare reduction
reduce basecash fare, increase pass andtoken prices (to lower discount)

X
X
X
X

X
X
X

retain current structure
increasesenior/disabledfare to 50%of full cashfare (not token fare)
eliminate lower off-peak far e i$0.35)
eliminate discountduring peakhours(i.e., chargefull fare)
create single reducedfare (seniors, disabled, students)
eliminate student pass (K-12)
eliminate student pass(college/vocational)
tighten criteria for all studentpasses

X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X

X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X

X
X
X

X
X

X

X

*A peak/off-peakdifferential is possible without UFS,but would be mucheasier to administer with UFS.
**This wouldhave FAPfunding implications, resulting in morefunding for the MTA,but less funding for the municipaloperators.
***The pass"breakeven"level is the numberof trips (at the peakcashfare) a personwouldhaveto take to cover the cost of the
pass. At the current monthlypassprice of $42, the breakevenlevel is $42 / $1.35 = 31.

X

The options that have been suggested for consideration thus far are as follows; these options
would seem to be allowable under the terms of the Consent Decree:
¯

retain the current structure, with zones on express buses and a fiat fare in the rest
of the system
introduce zones on the rail lines, keeping a fiat fare on bus (and retaining the
express bus zones)

The major argument against a zone-based structure is that it is more complicated than a fiat
fare structure, and therefore less convenient for customers and more difficult to administer by"
fare inspectors. The implications of this complexity include the following:
¯

The more complicated the fare structure, the less convenient will visitors
other one-time or occasional riders find it to use the system.

and

A zonal structure greatly’ increases the number of passes needed, requiring the
establishment of new weekly, bi-weekly and monthly passes representing the
various combinations of zones.
Given the complexity and the fact that some riders will have to pay higher tares,
a zonal structure tends to produce lower ridership ~han a comparable flal fare
system.
Given the lact that MfAsrail thre system is proof-of-payment, the potential tbr
fare evasion - through use of a ticket or pass that is not valid for the numberof
zones being traveled - increases significantly with zones. Fare inspectors must
therefore pay greater attention to where individual riders board the train.
The design of a systeln of zones is important in insuring equity. Where zone structures are
based on a downtown-centered radial service orientation, they tend to not work particularly
well for "crosstown" (e.g., suburb to suburb) trips. In such a structure, a rider can makelong
trips that never cross a zonal boundary -- and thus pay considerably less than a rider making a
radial trip that is shorter but that happens to cross a couple of zone boundaries. However,the
fact that we are looking at zones only on rail suggests instead the establishment of what is
essentially a separate zone structure for each rail line.
The MTAconsidered rail zones as part of the Fares Workout Team effort in 1998, and
examined three alternative zone structures, based on 4, 6 and 8-mile zone increments for each
line: the zone pricing was patterned after the current MTAexpress bus fares. The Workout
Team concluded that the creation of zones with a $0.50 per zone charge would produce an
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estimated annual revenue increase of approximately $1.2 - $3.7 million (equivalent to roughly
0.5 - 1.7% of the existing fare revenue). This would be accompaniedby a shift in ridership of
between 2 and 6% away from rail to bus or away from transit altogether; while the extent of
the relative impact on different modeswas not calculated as part of the WorkoutTeameffort,
a concern was expressed that the shift to local bus service could result in the need for
additional service.
As suggested above, the trend in transit pricing is away from zone or distance-based fares.
Nationwide, a little over a third of all transit agencies use some form of distance-based or
zonal structure.
Among the rail services
in our peer group, WMATA
and BARThave
distance-based fares and SD Transit (Trolley) has fare zones; SEPTA, GCRTA,SD Transit
and OCTAhave bus zones, although SEPTAis currently revisiting its zonal structure (which
is on its Suburban and Regional Rail Divisions only). One of the peers - Baltimore MTA
eliminated zones in 1996 for all but its commuter bus service; a second agency - WMATA
recently removed zones for the Metrobus service. Several other transit agencies have also
eliminated their fare zones in recent years; examples include DARTin Dallas, Metro Council
Transit in Minneapolis/St. Paul, and TRTin Norfolk (VA).
Thus, the consideration
for the MTAcomes down to weighing the desire to generate
additional revenue vs. the resulting increase in complexity and loss of ridership - coupled with
a potential increase in bus operating costs from a modal shift in passengers. At this point, it is
recommendedthat a zone option be kept under consideration at least until a more complete
analysis of the revenue and ridership impacts is completed. Specific fare scenarios including
zones will be developed and tested in the Fare Modelas the next step in this study.
Time of Day Differential

Pricing

A llat fare structure is the simplest for riders to use -- and for operators to administer -- but
does not account for differences in the cost of providing different types of service and/or
differences in the price sensitivity
among different market segments. Time q[ day-based
pricing represents another approach for differentiating fares. This can take the form of either a
peak/off-peak fare differential or some type of evening or weekenddiscount. The options that
have been suggested for consideration by MTAat this point are as follows; both would be
allowable under the terms of the Consent Decree:
¯ introduce an off-peak discount in the mid-day
expand the off-peak discount to the majority of the day, so that the lower "offpeak" fare becomesthe "base" fare (i.e., rather than the peak fare being defined
as the base fare)
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A peak/off-peak differential accounts for: 1) the greater cost of providing transit capacity
during peak hours and 2) the typically lower sensitivity to cost of peak riders -- and their
greater ability to pay. Besides being considered more equitable than a flat fare, an off-peak
discount will generate higher ridership than a flat fare -- albeit with some drop in revenue.
LACMTA
currently, has an off-peak discount for full fare riders available only during the
"Owl" period (9pro - 5am); the cash fare during these hours is $0.75. (There is also an offpeak discount for seniors and the disabled; this is discussed under Reduced Fare Pricing
Options.) As suggested above, one new fare option would be to introduce a discount during
the mid-day as well. This fare could be set at the same relative level as the Owl fare, or
perhaps could represent a smaller discount from the peak fare, perhaps equivalent to the price
of a token.
Analternative strategy is to offer the lower fare for most of the day (i.e., at least 13 hours); for
instance, the lower tare could be charged between 10am and 2pro and then from 8pro - 5am.
This would result in the lower fare becoming the "base" fare for calculations under the
Formula Allocation Procedure (FAP). \Vhile such a change would reduce the farebox revenue
coming to the Authority, it would more than offset the fare loss by generating an increase in
fornmla funding: as long as passes and tokens continued to be priced at or around the current
peak levels, this change would decrease the spread between the base fare and the average fare
collected, which would trigger a higher funding share. Of course, this ~vould raise objections
from the other County operators, which would see their funding shares drop accordingly. This
approach will clearlv have to be evaluated carefully.
Besides the possible loss of fare revenue, the major drawback to any form of time-of-day
differential is that it is more difficult for riders to use and operators to administer than a flat
thre: in particular, there can be arguments at the change-over times from peak to oft-peak (or
vice versa). Electronic payment(i.e., with the UFS)can makesuch a strategy easier to use
administer, but a peak/off-peak differential is still often considered perhaps unnecessarily
complex. The transit industry has thus far largely avoided peak/off-peak differentials,
as
evidenced by the fact that only 6% of all transit agencies in North America have such
structures.
Amongthe peer systems, WMATA
has a lower off-peak fare on rail and GCRTA
offers an off-peak one-week pass; SEPTAhas a peak/off-peak differential for seniors and the
disabled.
In summary, introduction of a mid-day discount would likely produce a marginal increase in
overall daily ridership. However, the loss of fare revenue and the added complexities it would
introduce, including potential rider-driver confrontations, argue against it. On the other hand,
the second option - resulting in a change in the definition of base fare - should be considered
further in light of its potential to generate a higher formula allocation.
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Transfer Policy/Pricing

Options

Transfer policy is a particularly important element of the fare structure, and is a fundamental
factor in facilitating "seamless" travel within a region. While obviously important for riders,
transfer policy and pricing also often represent major issues for operators, as there may be
disagreements as to the validity of a transfer on a particular route at a particular time. Many
transit agencies have also experienced problems related to theft and/or fraudulent resale of
transfers. A key decision factor therefore relates to the desire to retain transfers (i.e., priced
lower than the full fare) at all; a numberof transit agencies have eliminated transfers, often in
favor of a one-day pass. Finally, the introduction of the UFSand electronic fare paymentwill
affect the decisions on transfer policy; for instance, an electronic farecard will allow virtually
any option without compromising customer or operator convenience.
The basic transfer policy/pricing options - other than simply retaining the present structure -that have been suggested for the MTAat this point are:
offer free transfers;

this would seem to be allowable under the Consent Decree

offer free transfers, but only with use ofa farecard (i.e.,

once the UFSis in place)

eliminate transfers, and reduce the cash fare (e.g., offer a fare of, say, $1.00); the
cash fare would have to be paid on each boarding
replace transfers

with a one-day pass on-board buses and at TVM’s

There are arguments in favor of-- and against - each option. Manytransit agencies, including
half of the peers, offerfi’ee lram.’fc, rs; and most others charge transt~r fees of between $0,10$0.40. In contrast, some agencies, including two of the peers (Baltimore MTAand OCTA),
not offer transfers, instead charging a full fare for each boarding. Reducing the transfer price
would lead to some ridership growth for LACMTA,
and linking the transfer to use of a
farecard would reduce the operational and administrative problems associated with transfers in
general. On the other hand, offering a free transfer would also result in some loss of revenue;
the impact on both ridership and revenue of these options will be tested in the Fare Model.
Elimination ~f tra~sfers would remove the administrative
requirements associated with
printing, distributing,
and accounting for transfers, and would also do away with transfer
abuse and confrontations between operators and bus riders. However, it would result in a
potentially large fare increase for -- and considerable opposition from -- riders whohave to
transfer. If a substantial reduction in the cash fare were to accompanythe elimination of
transfers, the fare impact would be lessened; however, as discussed further under Cash Fare
Pricing, even a $1 fare would produce a jump from $1.60 to $2 for someone making a single
transfer.
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As an alternative to reducing the cash fare with the elimination of transfers, introduction
u,idely available one day pass in conjunction with eliminating transfers has received
increasing consideration in the transit industry in recent years. As indicated earlier, OCTA
recently eliminated transfers and began to issue a day pass. The Baltimore MTAdid the same
a few years ago, and the day pass is now the most popular means of fare payment there,
accounting for about a third of boardings. The day pass is typically priced so that a rider who
must transfer pays roughly the equivalent of two to three linked trips per day. In other words,
a transferring rider is not penalized with the elimination of transfers -- as long as he/she makes
a round trip; there will always be a small numberof people whomakeonly a single linked trip
in a day. For riders whodo not transfer, their fare paymentis unchanged by the elimination of
transfers.
Even without eliminating transfers, a day pass represents an improvement in convenience -as well as a cost savings -- for those riders makingmore than two to three trips per day but are
not interested in a longer-period pass. Of course, the convenience of the pass depends on the
mechanisms for sale and distribution;
while sale through TVM’swould meet many riders’
needs, the pass would have to be available on buses to provide convenience for bus riders.
Even with on-board sales, offering a day pass would require considerably less control - and
direct interaction with riders - on the part of operators than does a transfer. First of all, there is
only one sales transaction per pass per day, as opposed to a separate transaction tbr each
linked trip in a transfer svstem. Furthermore. since there would be no restrictions on using the
day pass for round-tripping or stopovers, the operator need only check the date on each rider’s
pass~ rather than checking the route and time on a transfer. This would largely remove what is
often a mCjor source of argulnents between rider and operator.
On the other hand, there are obviously administrative issues that need to be considered. For
example, procedures need to be established for accounting for the sale of passes. While, at
first glance, this requirement mayseem to be no different froln accounting for transfers, day
passes carry a muchhigher value than transfers; the potential for theft of the day passes thus
becomes more of a problem than with transfers, which can be used only within the time limit.
And, unless the MTAis indifferent about day pass inventory and revenue reconciliation,
a
strong accountability procedure must be devised. Offering a day pass also introduces a whole
new set of fare media. This means that the operator will have to learn several new fare
categories. In addition to passes for regular local riders, separate passes would presumably be
needed tbr other fare categories, namely seniors and the disabled. Of course, since MTAis in
the process of procuring on-board ticket issuing machines that can be used for transfers or day
passes, these administrative/operational issues should be reduced considerably.
Like other unlimited prepaid fare mechanisms, some abuse can be expected to occur if a day
pass were to be offered. This might involve "sharing" of the pass (e.g., amongcolleagues or
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family members)during off-peak periods; resale by the purchaser is also a possibility, as it is
for any transfers.
Although the potential
for abuse would seem to be minor given the
instrument’s limited time duration, the sheer volume of day passes in the system could, to
someextent, counteract its short life span.
In short, while there certain administrative drawbacks to providing day passes, the concept
also offers several advantages over the current transfer system. Note that this was the second
highest rated potential fare modification in the MTAinternal survey. At this point, however,
we recommendthat all of the above transfer options be evaluated further within the context of
overall fare structure changes.
Unlimited Ride Pass Pricing Options
Passes generally provide both significant savings and convenience for commuters and other
very frequent riders. Pass prices should reflect discounts over paying for individual rides, but
should place a reasonable price on transit use and on convenience. Pricing passes so as to
increase ridership relative to other fare media reduces revenues but also speeds boardings and
reduces cash and token handling requirements; increasing the use of passes also reduces the
number of requests for transfers. As explained earlier, pass pricing reflects three basic
descriptive parameters: 1) the actual price, 2) the length of time for which the pass is valid and
3) the pass multiple or breakeven rate. The basic pass pricing options that have been suggested
thus far include:
retain the current pass structure (price and breakeven levels)
¯ increase the breakeven levels
¯

introduce a low-incomepass, increasing the prices of other passes; this option is
allowable under the terms of the Consent Decree

¯ reduce pass prices (i.e.,

as part of an overall fare reduction)

¯ eliminate all passes, offering only discounted stored value farecards
¯ eliminate

monthly passes,

keeping only weekly and bi-weekly passes

¯

introduce a "capped" pass that limits the number of trips that can be taken within
the pass period

¯

introduce a County-wide pass that is accepted by all of the operators in Los
Angeles County
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Keeping the pass structure as it is now- i.e., at the existing breakeven levels’ - is the only
option allowable under the current terms of the Consent Decree, unless a special low-income
pass is implemented. However, as explained earlier, the current prices and breakeven levels
are considerably lower than passes at most of the peer agencies, and this is a significant factor
in the low farebox recovery rate and low average fare per boarding. As part of a long range
strategy, the MTAshould certainly consider significantly raising the purchase prices - and
thus increasing the breakevenlevels" -- of all of its passes.
The Consent Decree limits price increases for all payment options to a percentage no greater
than the percentage change in the local Consumer Price Index (CPI) since the current fares
were established (October 1995); this figure has been calculated to be approximately 6%.
However, the Consent Decree does allow the MTAthe option of raising pass prices beyond
this level if the Authority "... adopts a pass exclusively for transit-dependent, low-income
riders (’a low income pass’) that is administratively feasible." In such a scenario, the MTA
would keep the current pass prices where they are and make these the lo~v income passes. The
prices of general public passes would then be increased significantly.
This strategy would
generate additional revenue, although a substantial decline in ridership would likely result.
The Fares Workout Team investigated this strategy, and determined that the net additional
revenue that could be expected (assuming a nearly 50%rise in general pass prices) lnight
on the order of more than $2.5 million the first year, growing significantly in subsequent
years. However, the WorkoutTeamcautioned that there are several key risks and uncertainties
associated with this strategy: these include:
uncertainties regarding the available procedures - and associated cost -- for
determining/certifying
low income pass eligibility;
it is possible that the
administrative costs could exceed the additional revenue that would be generated
low income passes could be purchased and then resold on the street to noneligible passengers; this could be controlled through use of a photo ID on the
pass, but this would increase the cost of producing each pass and would be
inconsistent
with the Joint Working Group’s intent that passbuyers not be
labeled as being low income
¯

once the low income pass is established, it will be difficult
after the Consent Decree has been lifted)

to eliminate (i.e.,

¯

the large increase in general passes would likely create strong objections,
the potential for "long term political repercussions"

with

Given these very real concerns, this approach would appear to have a limited likelihood to
successfully generate significant additional revenues within the remaining years of the
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Consent Decree. Nevertheless, it may be worth revisiting
should be retained as an option for the time being.

the above issues, and this strategy

Another option that has been proposed - by the Bus Riders’ Union and others - is to
significantly reduce the prices of unlimited ride passes, within the context of an overall fare
decrease. This would likely generate a substantial increase in ridership, although it would be
accompanied by a substantial revenue loss. Beyond the basic issue of continuing to generate
sufficient operating revenue, additional riders would further exacerbate the very bus crowding
problem the Consent Decree seeks to address. The reduction in revenues would hamper the
MTA’sability to further increase service so as to lessen crowding. Despite these concerns,
however, the likely impacts of such a proposal will be tested in the Fare Model and evaluated
i\lrther.
The elimination oJ time-based unlimited ride passes altogether would likely produce some
increase in revenue, but at the cost of considerable ridership. Passes generate less revenue than
do other options because most pass users take more rides in a given period than the breakeven
level: every ride above this level is free for the rider. However,simply shifting from unlimited
ride passes to trip-based payment options, while resulting in a greater number of paid trips,
also causes a decrease in overall ridership, as the former passholders will not take as many
trips as they did with passes. Passes represent a true convenience for regular riders and are
widely used at the MTA.In fact, it was the proposed elimination of passes in 1994 that largely
triggered the lawsuit against the Authority that resulted in the Consent Decree and the current
pass pricing. In light of the push for increased convenience in general, we do not recommend
the t\~rther consideration of the elimination of passes.
Auother option that has been suggested is the elitnination q/monthly passes, while retaining
weekly and bi-week@ ])asses. The average number of trips made using the shorter-duration
passes by MTAriders is significantly lower than that for the monthly passes. The reason for
this is not immediately clear, but one theory holds that weekly and bi-weekly passholders
simply have less opportunity to share their passes with friends and colleagues. If this is true,
then offering only the shorter period passes would reduce the number of "free" rides provided
by the Authority - i.e., those rides above the pass breakeven level. Reducing the number of
different passes sold would also marginally decrease the administrative expense associated
with pass sales. Weare not aware of any transit agencies that offer weekly or bi-weekly passes
but not monthly passes, although a nmnber of agencies sell only monthlies. This option should
be considered further.
Electronic payment has the capability to offer
of rides per month (or per week or two-week
unlimited rides during a month, the pass can
month. Capping a pass at 80 boardings would

capped passes
period). For
be used only,
allow a user
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that offer only a limited number
instance, rather than allowing
say, 60 or 80 times during the
to make one round trip, with a

transfer in each direction,
20 days a month. The MTA’smonthly passes are now used an
average of over 100 times per month. This approach limits the revenue that is "lost" through
very high usage of a pass and also limits the extent of illegal pass "sharing," but it also limits
the benefit to the pass user. Weare aware of only one transit system using capped passes at
this point (the PATHsystem connecting northern NewJersey and New York City’). Others
have considered the approach but rejected it. This option will be possible only after
inqplementation of the UFS, but should be considered as a long range possibility.
In pursuing seamless travel in Los Angeles County - a highly valued goal, as explained above
- a County-u.’ide pass should be given strong consideration, even if only as an interim measure
until the UFS system permits use of Metrocard throughout the County. A County-wide pass
will require the cooperation of all of the County’s operators (most of which do not now offer
pass to their riders),
as well as some mechanism for allocating
revenues among the
participants. A region-~vide pass is currently offered in the San Diego area; the Metropolitan
Transit Development Board apportions the pass revenue to each of the operators based on the
operator’s percentage of regional pass boardings for all adult passes.
In summary, it is recommended that all of the above pass structure options except the
complete elimination of passes be retained for further consideration. Each pass option will be
evaluated in conjunction with other prepaid options, including multi-ride and stored value
options; these options are reviewed below. The actual purchase prices of passes will be
determined based on testing of various options in the Fare Revem~e/Ridership Model. The
breakeven rate in each case will depend on the combination of the pass price and the cash fare
- or token - price associated with each pass price option.
Pet" Ride Discount Pricing Options
Besides passes, prepaid fare options include multi-ride media (,tokens or tickets) and stored
value media (using magnetic stripe or smart cards). Any of these options offer the rider the
convenience
of purchasing a group of rides at one time. This eliminates the need to can
T
exact cash to pay the fare. If discounted, a multi-ride instrument will also provide the rider
with savings on each trip taken. The benefit to the transit agency is primarily the reduction of
the need to handle cash on the bus. Of course this must be weighed against the revenue "lost"
through each discounted trip, as well as the cost of producing and distributing the media.
The sale of discounted multi-ride media has also been shown to expand commitment to usage
of transit by infrequent riders. These options offer two key advantages over passes for certain
market seglnents. First, they are not time-lilnited (or at least have a long period in which they
can be used) and therefore appeal to the occasional rider, who does not travel enough to
warrant buying a pass. Second, the cash outlay for a pack of tokens ($9 for 10 tokens) is lower
than the least expensive time-based pass ($11 for a weekly pass), thereby offering low income
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riders an opportunity to avail themselves of a discount without having to comeup with the full
price of a period. Fromthe agency’s point of view, a discounted multi-ride option offers a key
advantage over passes: it avoids the foregone revenue associated with high trip frequencies by
pass users, and also avoids the potential for abuse (i.e., illegal sharing) present with passes.
The options to consider in this category include:
[]

retain existing token discount relative
33% discount compared to cash)

to cash fare (e.g..,

[] reduce the discount percentage on tokens (e.g.,
[]

10 tokens for $9, or

perhaps to the 10-15%range)

retain the existing discount, but raise the cash fare significantly
$1.50, token = $1.00)

(e.g.,

cash --

[] reduce the multi-ride discount and replace tokens with stored value farecards
As indicated earlier, MTA’scurrent token discount is very heavy in comparison to that offered
by all of the peer group agencies - and most other U.S. transit agencies. Whereas the MTA
offers a 33% token discount, discounts on the order of 10% are becoming more typical,
particularly with the introduction of electronic fare payment (e.g., in Chicago, NewYork and
Washington). Thus, the once the Consent Decree ends, the MTAcould significantly
increase
tbe token price relative to cash and still offer a reasonable discount. This would produce a
substantial revenue gain, although this gain ~vould likely be smaller than one might envision,
since it would also result in a shift of manycurrent token buyers to passes; the extent of such a
shift would depend on the price of passes relative to tokens and cash. An alternative (postConsent Decree) means of increasing revenue is to leave the token discount at its current level
and raise the cash fare. Thus, the token price would also rise, but proportionately to the cash
increase (e.g., cash = $1.50, token = $1.00).
With regard to the actual multi-ride fare medium, the implementation of the UFSwill facilitate
the use of stored value (or stored ride) farecards, thereby eliminating the need for tokens as
non-time-based prepayment medium. The two are not mutually exclusive, although the use of
electronic farecards offers muchgreater flexibility in discounting then does use of tokens. The
decision on whether or not to continue to offer tokens once the UFS is in place is a fare
collection~distribution issue, rather than a fare policy issue. In addition, the relative discounts
of tokens and farecards needs to be determined.
The above options will be assessed in the evaluation of alternative
words, varying discount levels will be tested, including different
farecard pricing.
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fare structures. In other
combinations of token and

Cash Fare Pricing Options
The actual tare levels for the various payment options are interrelated; the appropriate mix of
tares should depend on revenue requirements (or targets) balanced against ridership impacts.
Cash fares have a major impact on revenues and ridership, but the nature of these impacts is
related to the pricing of prepaid fare media. For instance, the potential revenue gain from a
cash fare increase is lessened if pass and ticket prices are left unchanged; on the other hand,
such a strategy, ~vill also minilnize the ridership loss that would otherwise accompanya cash
fare increase. Conversely, the revenue loss accompanyinga fare decrease can be mitigated by
increasing the prices of prepaid media - which in turn reduces the size of the discount. Thus,
the levels lbr the different options must be tested (in the Fare Revenue/Ridership Model)
xvithin the context of overall fare structure alternatives.
At this point, though, it is usefi~l to outline the basic strategies regarding the pricing of
different types of fare payment. Relative transfer, pass and multi-ride discount pricing options
xvere discussed above. The basic options that have been suggested in considering cash fare
pricing are as follows (these apply" primarily to the full/adult cash fare; specific reduced fare
options are discussed below):
¯ maintain the current level ($1.35)
raise the cash fare according to the CPI guideline (as specified in the Consent
Decree; fare would rise to $1.45)
the cash fare morc significantly (c.g., to $1.50)
¯

reduce the cash fare significantly
overall fare reduction

¯

reduce the cash fare, but increase relative
$1.25. token = $1.00, monthly pass = $50)

(e.g.,

to $0.50, or perhaps $1), as part of

token and pass prices (e.g.,

reduce the cash fare, and eliminate transfers
Transfer Policy/Pricing Options)

cash

(this was reviewed above, under

As discussed earlier, LACMTA’s
current full cash fare is relatively low compared to the other
large transit agencies. The agencies in NewYork, Chicago, and Philadelphia and Cleveland all
charge $1.50 or more. Coupled with the very low prices on tokens and passes, MTA’soverall
fares definitely fall below industry practices for a transit agency of its size and scope. This is
reflected in the low average fare per boarding and the low farebox recovery ratio. Therefore,
the Authority should strongly consider increasing fares.
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In the near term, as explained earlier, the MTAis limited by the Consent Decree to a CPIbased increase: the MTAcan legally raise the cash fare to $1.45, and MTAmanagement has
proposed to implement such a change (along with comparable increases in other fare options)
in December 1999. At this point, we recommend that the MTABoard strongly consider
immediately adopting the proposed change for the balance of this Fiscal Year. This will
represent the first step toward bringing the fare structure - and presumably the farebox
recovery ratio -- more in line with those of its peer agencies. Over the longer term, an overall
increase in the average fare can be achieved through a combination of a modest increase in the
cash fare and larger increases in tokens and passes (i.e., reducing the level of the discounts
now offered).
With regard to the possibility of reducing the base cashfi~re, several alternatives have been
suggested for consideration. The Bus Riders’ Union has proposed cutting fares to $0.50, with
comparable reductions in prepaid options. As suggested above with regard to pass pricing, this
would not only drastically
decrease revenues, but would simultaneously produce a large
increase in ridership, --exacerbating the load factor problem already facing the Authority.. A
lesser fare reduction (i.e., in the $1 range) could be considered in conjunction with the
elimination of transfers, as mentioned above, but this ~vould produce a major fare increase for
anyone whohas to transfer; a day pass would likely be needed in such a scenario.
Alternatively, a relatively small cash reduction (e.g., to $1.25 or $1.30) might be feasible
coupled with a large increase in pass (e.g.. to $65 or more for a month pass) and token prices
(e.g., 10 for $11.50); this would have to be tested in the Fare Modelto determine the revenue
and ridership impacts. Despite the drop in the cash fare, however, such a structure would not
be permitted under the current terms of the Consent Decree, due to the increase in prepaid
media. Finally, the creation of a lower base fare by offering an off-peak discount for more
than half the day represents another alternative; this option was discussed above (Differential
Pricing Options).
In summary,it is difficult to consider the cash fare in isolation, since the different fare media
choices available to MYAriders are closely interrelated.
Similar ridership and revenue
impacts can be achieved through different
combinations of cash and prepaid options.
However, the options are very limited for the next few years by the terms of the Consent
Decree, as the relationships among the various payment methods are effectively locked in
place. In the near term, the MTAshould work within these constraints and implement the fare
changes that are permitted by the current or modified Consent Decree, while over the longer
term, the Authority should consider the various types of modifications outlined in this
memorandum.
Reduced Fare Pricing Options
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As noted earlier, LACMTA’s
reduced fares for seniors and the disabled are lower than those
of most of the peer agencies. Under the terms of the federal Americans with Disabilities Act,
transit agencies are required to charge eligible reduced fare riders an amount no higher than
half the full cash fare during off-peak periods. Moreover, agencies are legally permitted to
charge the full cash fare during peak hours. This means that there are several long term
options that could be considered with regard to pricing of reduced fare payment methods. The
options that have been suggested thus far - beyond retaining the current structure -- include
the following:
¯ eliminate the off-peak discount (i.e.,
eliminate the senior/disabled
adult fare)
¯

charge single fare all day)

discount during peak hours (i.e.,

charge the full

increase the senior/disabled fare to half of the full cash fare (as opposed to half
the token fare)

[] create a single reduced fare to cover students as well as seniors and the disabled
¯ eliminate student passes (K-12 pass and/or college/vocational
¯ tighten criteria

pass)

for student passes

With regard to the first of these options, The MTAcurrently charges only $0.35 during the
off-peak, as opposed to $0.45 in the peak. Given the small difference and the operational
’’ to consider
issues discussed above for peak/off-peak differentials, . it ma3 be "~casonat)~c
eliminating the differential for reduced fares - and charging $0.45 throughout the day. Only
one of the peers, SEPTA,charges more in the peak than oft-peak for reduced fare riders, and
SEPTA
actually charges the full cash fare for these riders in the peak; senior trips are free in
the off-peak, disabled riders pay $0.75. (As explained earlier, the free senior trips are
subsidized by the state, using State Lottery funds.) An alternative approach, designed to
generate additional revenue, would be to follow the SEPTAmodel and eliminate the reduced
fare during peak periods altogether; in other words, seniors/disabled paying cash to travel in
the peak would have to pay $1.35 (or $0.90 with tokens). Of course, such a move would
generate considerable opposition from the affected rider groups - as would any proposal for a
significant increase in the reduced fare.
A third option would be to continue to offer a reduced fare all day, but to raise the fare to the
allowable 50%of the full cash fare (i.e., $0.65 in the present fare structure.) Since the current
peak reduced fare is equal to half the full token price, a variation on this option would be to
increase the reduced fare in conjunction with a rise in the full token price (relative to cash),
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which is itself one of the pricing options being considered. All of these reduced fare options
should be evaluated further.
The last three options listed above relate to student fare payment. One option to consider is
whether students should be eligible for the senior/disabled reduced cash fare. Students not
using a pass must currently pay the full adult fare. The majority of the peer agencies do offer a
reduced fare for students, although the eligible categories of students varies: in some cases,
this applies only to elementary and high school students, while in others college students are
also included. These lower fares are often subsidized by the school district
or local
government. In Washington, for instance, students who live and attend school in the District
of Columbiaare eligible to buy reduced price tokens, tickets or farecards with presentation of
a proper school identification;
these trips are subsidized by the DCgovernment. Students in
NewYork City actually ride for free, with fares again subsidized by the City.
The other two options for LACMTA
relate to student passes: should there be one at all, or
alternatively,
should the usage criteria be tightened. Since stndent passes currently allow
unlimited usage on evenings and weekends, suggestions have been made that use should
perhaps be made more consistent with other operators in the County (i.e., Santa Monica and
Montebello); use could be restricted
either to school travel periods only or perhaps to
weekdays only. One of the proposals explored by the Fares Workout Team was to require an
additional (cash) payment of $0.25 tbr each boarding using a student pass on the weekends.
The Team acknowledged that this would add significant complications, for both riders and
operators/fare inspectors; a more straightforward approach would be to simply limit use of the
pass to weekdays.
Werecommendthat the above options be considered further as overall fare structure scenarios
are constructed and evaluated. They clearly involve policy issues that go beyond revenue and
ridership impacts. Nevertheless, if the MTAis to try to improve its farebox recovery ratio,
reduced fare pricing alternatives must be considered within the framework of the overall fare
structure.

4.

NEXT STEPS IN THE FARE POLICY STUDY

Each of the above pricing options has advantages and disadvantages relative to others within
its particular category. The next step in the Fare Policy Study will be to evaluate these options
based on a combination of:
[]

an assessment as to howwell each addresses the types of fare policy principles
and goals identified in this memorandum
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[]

a relative assessment of the benefits it offers the Authority vs. the drawbacks or
barriers that would have to be addressed

As we evaluate the various strategies,
we will work with MTAstaff and other interested
parties to develop a series of fare structure scenarios madeup of various combinations of these
options, with specific pricing levels for each. The revenue and ridership impacts of each
scenario will then be tested in the MTA’sFare Revenue/Ridership Model. Based on the
evaluation of alternatives and revenue/ridership impacts, we will develop a "short list" of
recommended future fare structure scenarios for review by MTAmanagement and the Board.
Accompanying this list will be recommendations regarding a fare policy framework for
guiding future fare decisions (e.g., related to the timing of fare structure reviews and
guidelines for makingfuture l’arc changes).
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APPENDIX:

FARE

POLICY

QUESTIONNAIRE

Name

(For inJbrmation purposes only.)

LACMTA
Fare Policies

and Strategies

Internal Visioning Survey

August 5, 1999
The Authority is undertaking a stud)’ intended to establish a comprehensive and proactive
fare policy that will ensure fair and responsive pricing-related decisions. The study will
also identify and evaluate alternative fare strategies that are consistent with both the
Authority’s short-term and long-term goals. An important first step is for managementto
clari~’ the AuthoriD"s fare policy goals and develop consensus as to the relative importance
of these goals and possible strategies. Your responses to the following questions will assist
us in this process..
Please complete the following and return to Steve Lantz (Phone: 922-3046; FAX: 922-2868)
by Ft’iday, September 24.

1. The following have been identified as key fare policies and principles for the MTA.
Please rank the relative importance of each of these seven statements on a scale of 1 to 7
with "7" representing the most important and "1" the least important:
.,’\. MTA\viii continue to recognize the special fare needs of the elderly, disabled, students,
children under five. and other groups lhat ha\’e unique public transit requirements.
Fares should be kept as simple and understandable as possible.
C. Fare media (i.e.

smart cards) should facilitate

quick passenger hoardings.

D. Security ot" MTA’sservices should be ensured and protected (i.e.
counterfeiting).
E.

Fare policy should recognize that transit
provided.

fare evasion potential and

users must pay a reasonable portion of services

F’.. Fare policy should facilitate the creation of a seamless, multi-modal ride for all public transit
riders within Los Angeles County and throughout the region.
G. Fare policy should allow the MTAto participate with multiple users (e.g. banks, schools,
retail stores) in multiple application loyalty programs offered in the private sector in order to
improve the integration of transit with other mobility options.

2. Within the framework of these policies/principles,
there are a numberof possible fare
policy goals that the MTAcould pursue. Please rank the relative importance of each of the
following potential goals on a scale of 1 to 11 with "11" representing the most important
and "1" the least important:
A. increase ridership, even if resulting in loss of revenue
B. maximizerevenue, even if resulting in loss of ridership
C. maximize fare structure simplicity
D. maximize customer convenience and ease of system access
E. insure that the fare structure is equitable with respect to impacts on key market
segments (e.g., elderly, disabled, students, low income)
F. allow local fare structure flexibility
G. makeit easier for operating personnel to administer the fare structure
H. maximize prepayment (i.e.,

minimize the use of cash)

1. promote seamless intermodal and interagency travel
J. assure control and security of revenue
K. other:
3. Please consider how well the MTA’scurrent fare structure meets each of the same goals
using the same ranking method (i.e., 1-11):
A. incrcasc ridcrship, cvcn if resulting in loss of rcvcnue
B. maximizerevenue, even if resulting in loss of ridership
C. maximize ~hre structure

simplicity

D. maximize customer convenience and ease of system access
E. insure that the fare structure is equitable with respect to impacts on key market
segments (e.g., elderly, disabled, students, low income)
F. allow local fare structure flexibility
G. makeit easier for operating perso~mel to administer the fare structure
H. maximize prepayment (i.e.,

minimize the use of cash)

I. promote seamless intermodal and imeragency travel
J. assure control and security of revenue
K. other:

4. The Fare Policies/Strategies
Study will
modifications (e.g., establish a premiumfare
new types of paymentoptions (e.g., new types
of possible modifications and rate each on a
agreement and "1" strong disagreement.

consider a range of possible fare structure
for express bus and rail over regular bus) and
of passes). Please consider the following list
scale of 1 to 5, with "5" representing strong

A. Establish a premiumfare for express bus and rail services compared to regular bus services,
based on a combination of distance and speed
B. Introduce small cash fare increase (e.g., $0.1 O)
C. Introduce larger cash fare increase, but offer a more deeply discounted multi-ride option (e.g.,
tokens and/or stored value card)
D. Expand off-peak discount
E. Eliminate paid transfers and introduce unlimited use one day pass
F.

I21iminate paid transfers and reduce base fare

Go Introduce stored value farecard (e.g.,

Metrocard)accepted throughout region

It. Increase weekly mad monthly pass "breakeven" level and price passes to include cost of
production, distribution and commission paid to outside vendors
I.

Introduce farecard that can also be used for non-transit
telephone, electronic benefits)
Olher concepts you may wish to add for consideration:

Thank youjbr participating

in this

effort.

purposes (e.g.,

retail,

parking,

